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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 20 Feb 2011 18.00
Duration of Visit: 10
Amount Paid: 32
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

The Premises:

A prevalent walk-up, surrounded by a busy communal area. Off Peter?s Road and next to a Tattoo
shop. Quite a climb to the top floor though! All basic, but more than adequate.

The Lady:

Anna claimed to be a 25-year-Old Spaniard. She was a blond, slim 32-B, petite girl, who was clean
and pleasant enough, despite language being a tad stilted.

The Story:

Viewing other field reports, I am uncertain to whether it is the same Anna purported to have worked
in other establishments in the Soho area. Highly possible, but I will wish not to claim anything.
Suffice to say, that I found Anna an amicable girl, but I was unable to determine an accurate place
of origin by the buckram register and intonation of her diction. For the price paid and the service
offered, nobody can have any qualms about the proceedings. Walking up past the 2nd floor offers a
pungent fragrance of smoke, but the room itself, after having negotiated the narrow-winding stairs,
was spacious and comfortable for the purpose.
Anna?s oral technique was a bit perfunctory and commenced before I was entirely aroused. Sex
thereafter was exquisite due to the slenderness of the girl and the penetration enabled by an agile
manoeuvrable physique. At no time was I rushed and suitable accompanying responses were
proffered.
Personally, I would prefer something more to hold onto with a lady, but she was clean, affable, and
reasonably responsive. She disappeared rather quickly to clean up, but again, I can have little
demurs on that count.
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